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Diiscrcte op@&Uk, I UQd II, Annals of Discrete Mathematics 4 and 5 
(North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1979) x+299 pp. and vi+ 
453 pp. 
Surveys presented at the Discrete Optimization (DO) Symposium sponsored by 
IBM Canada and SIAM in Vancouver, B.C. and Proceedings of the Advanced 
Research Institute on Discrete Optimization and Systems Applications (ARI- 
DOSA) organized in Banff, Alberta by the Systems Science Panel of NATO. 
Edited by P.L. HAMMER, E.L. JOHNSON and B. KORTE. 
About the contents. Discrete optimixation is an area which has tremendous practical importance, and 
which has grown from several fields of mathematics, operations research, and computer science. The 
practical importance comes about because modelling problems involving logical choices, discrete units, 
or non-linear functions lead naturally to optimization problems with discrete elements. 
Developments have come from combinatorics, graph theory, group theory, boolean algebra, and 
convexity in mathematics. Integer programming has become an important part of mathematical 
programming and a tool in some operations research studies. Computer scientists have begun to study 
combinatorial optimization algorithms in a systematic way. 
The present volumes have a broad scope. The 24 survey papers reveal the diversity of approaches as 
well as some important application areas and the current state of computer codes for solving these 
problems. The surveys are by leading contributors and point out major developments. 
In addition to the surveys, there are reports from the NATO Advanced Research Institute on 
Discrete Optimization and Systems Applications. These reports are concerned with directions needed 
to successfully address the difficult, practical problems arising in industry and government. Many of 
these problems involve a discrete aspect; the types of problems and how they are currently treated is a 
part of these reports. 
The volumes are unique in this area in presenting elementary surveys of broad scope with discussion 
material. They very well summarize the state-of-the-art and give valuable insight into trends and 
important developments. 
About rhe readers. The two volumes should be of interest to students, researchers, professors, and 
practitioners. Novice researchers can find current thinking, at an elementary level of presentation, by 
leading researchers, on the major developments during the last several years. Experts can broaden 
their knowledge in arcas related to their own and can use the book as a reference. Practitioners can 
luarn about the diverse approaches being taken in problem solving and can compare their experiences 
with other practical ongoing work. 
Confenls. D&r&e OptWxatIOn I: Preface, 
1. Combinatori8l ud poligheanl -C&I of discmte optimfzation: Surveys: C. Berge. Packing 
problems and hypergraph theory: a survey. J. Edmonds, Matroid intersection. P.L. Hammer, Boolean 
elements in combinatorial optimization. A.J. Hoffman, The role of unimodularity in applyi;lg linear 
inequalities to combinatorial theorems. B. Korte, Approximative algorithms for discrete optimization 
problems. J.K. Lenstra and A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, Computational complexity of discrete optimization 
problems. L. Lovasz. Graph theory and integer programming. J. Tin& Blocking and antiblocking 
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polyhedra. Reports: Complexity of combinatorial problems (R.L. Graham). Structural aspects of 
discrete problems (P. Hansen). Polyhedra1 aspects of discrete optimization (A.J. Hoffman). 
2. !~IBC fondamental daases of problems: Surveys: R.E. Burkard, Travelling salesman and assign- 
ment problems: a survey. P.C. Gilmore, Cutting stock linear programming, knapsacking, dynamic 
programming and integer programming, some interconnections. V  Klee and D. Urnan, Use of 
Floyd’s algorithm to fi?d shortest restricted paths. E, L. Lawler, Shortest path and network flow 
algorithms. M.W. Padberg, Covering, Packing and Knapsack problems. Reports: Network flow, 
assignment and travelling salesman problems (D. de Ghellinck). Algorithms for special classes of 
combinatorial optimization problems (J.K. Lenstra). 
Contents. Discfete Optianbtion II: 
3. Methodology: Surveys: E. Balas, Disjunctive programming. P Hansen, Methods of nonlinear O-l 
programming. R.G. Jeroslow, An introduction to the theory of cutting planes. E.L. Johnson. On the 
group problem and a subadditive approach to integer programming. J F. Shapiro, A survey of 
lagrangian techniques for discrete optimization. K. Spielberg, Enumerative methods in integer 
programming. Reports: Branch and bound/implicit enumeration (E. Balas). Cutting planes (M. 
Gondran). Group theoretic and lagrangean methods (M.W. Padberg). 
4. Computer codes: Surueys: E.M.L. Beale, Branch and bound methods for mathematical program- 
ming systems. A. Land and S. Powell, Computer codes for problems of integer programming. &ports: 
Current state of computer codes for discrete optimization (J.J.H. Forrest). Codes for special problems 
(F. Giannessi). Current computer codes (S. Powell). 
S. Apgiieattions: Surueys: R.L. Graham, E.L. Lawler, J.K. Lenstra and A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, 
Optimization and approximation in deterministic sequencing and scheduling: a survey. J. Krarup and 
P. Pruzan, Selected families of location problems. S. Zionts, A survey of multiple criteria integer 
programming methods. Reports: Industrial applications (E.M.L. Beale). Modelling (I). Klingmau). 
Location and distribution problems (J. Krarup). Communication and electrical networks (M. Segal). 
Scheduling (A.H.G. Rinooy Kan). Conclusive remarks. 
